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The hunt continues 

 
The new limited “Bi-Color” Edition of FAB`s SHAHIN 

 

The SHAHIN is proudly named after a royal hawk and the modification is based on the   
Mercedes G-class W463. 

 

Based on the G63 from Mercedes (optional various basic G-models) the FAB SHAHIN presents 

the “Bi-Color Limited Edition”- once more – the well known Swiss company shows the 
innovative and expressive design variation for a worldwide clientel who likes only “the best as 

being good enough” 

 

Therefore all mounted parts were made in composite material in a high-swiss-quality finish.  

The overall look of the FAB`s SHAHIN with the well designed front and rear bumpers as well 
the wheel arch extensions including the side skirts combined with the “Bi-Color Limited Edition” 

paint, the SHAHIN becomes a real commanding hunter. 

 

The engine sport bonnet got a powerful and distinctive design and is available as a painted 
version or in visible carbonfibre. This sophisticating detail intensifies the appearance of the 

SHAHIN. He looks confident and elegant but however distinctly ready for hunting at all times.  
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The new 11x23 inch FAB Design “EVOTREK” wheel, made in forged monoblock technology for 
tyre size 305/35R23, recommending ADVAN S.T. tyre from our technology partner Yokohama. 

The high-grade manufactured wheels show a low wall-thickness, they are 40% lighter than the 

traditional casted wheels and they reach extremely high load index. Thereby those FAB forged 
wheels are qualified for all Mercedes, Land Rover- and Porsche SUV-models. 

 

A successful hunt assumes also speedness. To meet that demand, the performance was 

advanced to stately 530 PS (390 KW) with the G55 and impressive 620 PS (456 KW) with the 
G63. The maximum torque now lies at 820 Nm (G63) or 775 Nm (G55). The optical appearance 

of the SHAHIN “Bi-Color Limited Edition” is now attended by the capable engine output.   

 

All customer requests can be considered at the interior. For this purpose the saddlery 
department has on stock leatherskins of finest quality, as well as high-class fabrics and threads. 

The whole applications can also be made individually by carbonfibre. No wishes remain 
unsettled, every detail can be considered at the order.  

 

Through the removal of the standard spare wheel, which has been replaced by a tire failure 

set, another storage space was formed. Besides that a comfortable easy opening and closing 
of the rear door was reached by the weight reduction. The cover is supplied with an illuminated 
FAB Logo. 

 

With the FAB SHAHIN “Bi-Color Limited Edition” the Swiss manufacture has proofed again, that 
incomparable SUV designs belong also to their repertoire and that the name FAB DESIGN stands 
for individualism and expressive style.    
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